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Abstract—This paper presents a compact, low-power injection-
locked clock receiver for large-scale integrated optical intercon-
nects. The injection-locked design provides high input sensitivity
when compared to the TIA-less integrating clock receiver design.
It also breaks the gain/bandwidth tradeoff of a traditional
transimpedance amplifier (TIA) receiver, with a self-adjusting
mechanism to increase robustness. The receiver is designed in
45nm SOI and shown to operate from 1.0 GHz to 3.0 GHz while
consuming from 186μW to 444μW, with an input sensitivity
from 8.6μA to 33.2μA and output jitter σ within 1 %UI.

I. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of multi-core processors creates increasing

demand for on-chip and off-chip data bandwidth, which copper

interconnects cannot meet due to chip power delivery and

packaging (cooling and pin-density) constraints. To address

this problem, employing wavelength-division multiplexing

(WDM) on monolithically integrated silicon photonic waveg-

uides can greatly improve energy-efficiency and bandwidth

density [1]. Dense WDM leverages the link parallelism to im-

prove energy-efficiency, keeping the per wavelength data-rate

in the 1-5Gbps regime, while still enabling high throughput

per waveguide(100-500Gbps).

By using one wavelength in an on-chip or chip-to-chip

WDM link, the source clock can be transmitted along with

the data, as shown in Figure 1. Since clock-transmitter and

data-transmitter share the same clock grid, relative jitter

between the sent clock and data is minimal. Also, optical

clock signaling does not suffer from power rail injected noise,

electromagnetic interference or crosstalk, so no jitter is added

in the channel. At the clock receiver, the signal is regenerated,

buffered, and used to clock the other data receivers. The

low latency across wavelengths of optical waveguides means

that all data receivers can operate on the same clock phase,

removing the need for for phase-locked loops (PLLs) or delay-

locked loops (DLLs).

High sensitivity and low power sense-amps can be used for

receiving data, so laser power and circuit power can be saved.

However for clock receivers, previous options are either low-

sensitivity integrating designs [2], which require high laser

power, or using a traditional TIA and spending circuit power to

gain sensitivity. This paper breaks the constraints of previous

approaches, by utilizing a combination of injection-locking

and integrate-reset topologies to realize high-sensitivity and

low-jitter clock receiver.

Fig. 1. A point-to-point optical WDM source-forwarded link. Transmit row
is on the left. The clock uses one channel λ1, and is received in sync with
all other channels on the left.

II. CLOCK RECEIVER CIRCUIT

The proposed circuit, Figure 2, overcomes the tran-

simpedance amplifier TIA gain/bandwidth tradeoff [3][4] with

an integrate and reset topology. The input current is integrated

onto the input parasitic capacitance, equivalent to a high-gain

TIA; yet, it can also be strongly reset, equivalent to a high-

bandwidth TIA. This is highly beneficial as the relatively large

photodiode (estimated to be 10fF) and parasitic interconnect

(estimated to be 5fF) capacitance Cpd causes the input node

to be the dominant pole for an optical receiver, and any

improvement here directly impacts the overall performance.

Furthermore, the magnitude of the input current Ipd divided

by the input capacitance Cpd determines the transient slope

of V in. For a given input-referred noise in voltage σV , the

corresponding jitter σT is σV divided by the slope of V in. To

minimize output jitter, we wish to maximize the slope of V in,

so a maximum input impeadance is desired. For optical op-

eration, upon receiving a laser pulse, the photodiode provides

an input current pulse. The strength of a backup PD-emulator

and the bias voltages biasp and biasn of the differential pair

stages shown in Figure 2, are digitally programmable.

As shown in Figure 3, the PD or the PD-emulator gen-

erates a current pulse Ipd, representative of a clock source

generated by a transmitting optical modulator. Ipd is drawn
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the clock receiver. Photodiode emulator circuit simulates photocurrent received from a laser clock source. Programmable bias levels
provide a wider range of operation.
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Fig. 3. Nominal operation transient with input duty cycle of 50%. Input
Current Ipd creates a rise in the differential voltage between node in and
inb (denoted as V in), triggering reset. V auto is stable when V reset has
duty cycle of 50%.

from node inb to node in, creating a rise in the differential

voltage between node in and inb, denoted as V in. When the

receiver is locked to the input clock frequency, V in crosses

the differential zero point V o, and causes the node reset to

switch from low to high after a certain delay. This closes the

switches connecting the last differential pair DIFF3 to the

input nodes, applying a downwards slope to V in, actively

resetting the input. When V in falls below V o, node reset
goes low, opening the switches, leaving the input impeadance

high, ready to receive the next current pulse. Since the PD is

integrated, the dimensions can be small enough such that no

reverse bias is required to increase the bandwidth. This allows

us to operate the PD differentially at zero bias.

We see that in steady-state, for each cycle, the total

amount of charge reset by the last differential pair must

equal the charge injected by the PD/PD-emulator. Essentially

the input signal provides just enough of an additional phase

shift to maintain lock at the desired frequency, hence the

name injection-locked. To maintain this balance, ”auto-tuning”

mechanism is designed as shown in Figure 2d. Two matched

current sources gated by the inverted reset charge/discharge a

capacitor, creating a duty cycle detector. The capacitor voltage

V auto is then fed back to control the strength of DIFF3 as

shown in Figure 2. During steady state (Figure 3), V auto is

at a value such that the strength of DIFF3 returns V in to

the same voltage each cycle.

If DIFF3 is initially too strong, Ipd cannot provide enough

charge for V in to cross V o every cycle, causing the duty

cycle of reset to be less than 50%. This causes V auto to drop,

weakening DIFF3, until lock is achieved. Vice-versa, a weak

DIFF3 will not be able to pull V in below V o every cycle,

causing V auto to rise until locked. This auto-tune feature

allows the receiver to achieve lock over a larger range of

frequencies and supply voltages (Figure 7), making it more

robust to random mismatch, process corners, and temperature

drifts. The bandwidth of V auto is set an order of magnitude

below the operation frequency, so that there are no stability

issues yet the lock can be achieved relatively fast. Simulations

show that locking is achieved after 10ns.

When using electro-optical modulators as a clock transmit

source, a 50% duty cycle signal is not always guaranteed. With

this integrating design, the receiver will still be able to operate,

while correcting the output duty cycle to be closer to 50%, as

shown in Figure 4. Of course, the output duty cycle accuracy

will be limited by the matching of the two current sources.

Ipd

Vreset

Vin

Vauto

V0

Fig. 4. Nominal operation transient with input duty cycle less than 50%.
Reset stage strength is self-adjusted with auto-tune feature, enforcing the
output duty cycle to be at 50%.

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The monolithically-integrated clock receiver, along with

other electronic and photonic components, was fabricated in

a standard 45 nm SOI process, the die and circuit layout

are shown in Figure 13. Due to a foundry error in the SiGe

mask definition, the bandwidth and responsitivity of the PD
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the digital backend. Can be configured to measure the ability to lock and jitter performance.
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Fig. 6. Measured lock ranges at nominal speed setting. Auto-tune provides
a larger operation range across input clock frequency and supply voltage.
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Fig. 7. Measured lock ranges at different speed settings. Programmable bias
levels can set receiver at different operation regions.

connected to the circuit were too low for the receiver to

function properly. The backup electrical PD-emulator circuit

shown in Figure 2a1 was used for testing.

As shown in Figure 5, tests are performed with two coupled

30-bit asynchronous counters: the test counter counts the

selected output; a reference counter counts the reference clock,

and shuts off both counters when the most-significant bit goes

to 1. To detect whether or not the clock receiver circuit is

locked onto the source clock, we can reset both counters

to zero, and then start both counters simultaneously. After

both counters are automatically shut off, we compare the

counter values; equal numbers represent matching frequencies.

Figure 6 shows the frequency and supply voltage ranges

within which the clock receiver is able to lock, with the

auto-tune enabled or disabled. The auto-tune is disabled by

Source or 
Received clock
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Fig. 8. By sampling the source or received clock with an independent clock,
we can plot a histogram of counts versus relative phase.
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Fig. 9. Raw count data at 2.5GHz operation. The two peaks represent the
rising edge and falling edge, so the spacing between the peaks is the duty
cycle. The maximum count for the rising edge differs from the falling edge
due to jitter components with bandwidth less than 2.5GHz.

biasing DIFF3 with biasp and biasn instead of autop and

auton. Figure 7 shows that the bias levels can be configured

to accommodate a wide range of operation frequencies and

voltages.

By adjusting the relative phase between two clocks of the

same frequency, and using one clock as reference to sample the

other after it has been received by the circuit, we can measure

the jitter performance of the circuit. As shown in Figure 8 and

Figure 9, if the phases are aligned such that the reference clock

edge is at the peak of the measured clock edge’s probability

distribution, then there will be a maximal number of counts

in the test counter. The probability of a count happening is

the probability of a low sample followed by a high sample.

If the jitter is modeled with a random Guassian distribution,

by sweeping the relative phase, the variance of the counts is

approximately the σ of the jitter. A logrithmic plot shown in

Figure 10 allows us to clearly identify the jitter distributions.

Note that the input source clock duty cycle is 46%, and the

output duty cycle is at 45%. This error is due to the previously

mentioned current source mismatch, which can be fixed using

programmable current sources.

By taking the variance of each peak, the output jitter closely

follows a simple Gaussian model, as seen here in Figure 11.

Using this method, we can measure the jitter performance of

the circuit at each point of operation. Shown in Figure 12 are

the circuit performance at 1GHz to 3GHz. While operating the

circuit within 1%UI output jitter by adjusting the configuration
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Fig. 10. Transision probability distributions of reference clock, and received
clock with auto tune disabled/enabled at 2.5GHz.
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Fig. 11. Gaussian jitter models overlaying measured data at 2.5GHz with
auto tune enabled. Note that on a log scale, the points near the peak are very
heavily weighted.

bits of the circuit, we see that the total power consumption

increases steadily as the differential pairs require more current

to operate faster. Also, the required input current, and therefore

the required laser power, would increase to provide a stronger

signal as the jitter σ required is smaller in time as frequency

increases. We can compare this to the two-PD receiverless

case [2]. Assuming we are using the same 10fF photodiodes

and 5fF wire parasitic capacitance, the input current required

is shown in Figure 12 to be much higher as Cpd is required

to swing rail-to-rail. Note that for similar power consumption

and input currents, the auto-enabled configuration has lower

jitter, this because auto-tuning allows the circuit to find a better

operation point.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a compact, low-power injection-locked

clock receiver for large-scale integrated optical interconnects.

In source-synchronous WDM links, it is difficult to achieve

both high sensitivity and low power consumption for a given

bandwidth. The injection-locked design provides high input

sensitivity when compared to the TIA-less integrating clock

receiver design. It also has higher energy-efficiency than a

TIA, and breaks the gain/bandwidth tradeoff of a TIA receiver,

while utilizing a robust self-adjusting mechanism and suppress

the jitter.
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Fig. 12. Measured input current, total power consumption (including input
currents and biasing circuits), and output jitter vs. clock frequency. Input jitter
from clock source is within 0.3%UI.
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Fig. 13. Die photo with circuit layout enlarged. Note vertical coupler and
photodiode below receiver circuit.


